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1 Data Services in the Cloud

1.1 MapReduce

MapReduce [10] gives us an appropriate model for distributed parallel com-
puting. There are several features which are proved useful: 1) centralized
job distribution. 2) Fault tolerance mechanism for both masters and work-
ers. Although there is controversies about MapReduce capability to replace
standard RDBMS [12, 13], it is reasonable that existing proposals to use
MapReduce in relational data processing [39] do not manipulate very well
for complicated queries.

Besides, MapReduce itself is not really user-friendly for most program-
mers and therefore may need some additional specific language or systems
for its easy usage [30].

Lesson Learned : General solutions claimed for ”all” classes of tasks are not
likely to succeed, because unless it has a very general and nice model in it,
it would be very complicated and hard to inefficient to use in practice. [23]

1.2 Bigtable

What is the difference between Bigtable and DBMS?
Bigtable [8] is data-oriented, while DBMS is query-oriented. Bigtable as-

sumes simple read/write and seldom delete, and focus on scalability of data
processing; DBMS assumes perfect data schema and focus on query opti-
mization. Based on these differences, many features of DBMS is weakened or
even discarded in Bigtable like transaction process and logical independence.

1.3 Google File System

What GFS [17] has told us?
1) Optimization towards certain applications – a) Most read (major se-

quential minor random); b) Most append write; c) Large files – can be very
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efficient; On the other hand, method claimed for general usage ”come and
go”.

2) For scalable distributed systems, it can at most achieve ”relative con-
currency” if efficiency is required. In other words, some design assump-
tions/decisions must be relaxed or sacrificed for certain features.

1.4 PNUTS

When availability and scalability comes to the stage, the designers in Google
and Yahoo! chooses the similar decision: sacrifice concurrency and make
simpler assumptions of the query loads. [9]

2 Parallel Database Systems

2.1 Gamma Database

Comparison between Gamma [14] and MapReduce:

1. Application:

Gamma: Ad hoc queries with transactions, complex joins, and aggre-
gates, require response time and concurrency.

MapReduce: Batch workload with simple analysis process, require
simplicity and scalability

2. Machine:

Gamma: 32 machines, each one is precious.

MapReduce: 1000+ machines, no one is ever more important.

3. Design Decision: Based on above differences.

Gamma: Log/Lock on each machine; replication; schema information
on Catalog Manager; query execution split (inter, intra) and optimiza-
tion; query language compiler, etc (parallel ideas borrowed).

MapReduce: ”Black Box” manipulation, users take care of the schema;
tolerate great nuber of workers’ fault; split only on query rewrite;
heavily depend on GFS for replication and consistency, etc.

Lesson Learned : Different task requirement and application environment af-
fect the design decisions. For example, PIG is actually just standing between
these two: 1) Simple query processing, but support rewrite/optimization. 2)
Query tree (from Gamma), while scheduler is still simple. 3) ”Relative Con-
currency” requirement, replications.
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3 Tradeoff between Performance and Accuracy

3.1 Isolation Level

In context of Concurrency Control, anomaly is ”a bad thing”, phenomenon
is when ”a bad thing is possible”. In order that anomaly never happen,
we need to somehow avoid phenomenon, which will necessarily affect the
performance. Therefore different Isolation levels gives us multiple choice on
how restrict we avoid phenomenon in expense of performance. [6, 5]

3.2 Recovery

To guarantee single machine recovery from fault, ”Write-Ahead Logging”
(WAL) is necessary; to be able to recovery from fault when previous recovery
is executing, both redo and undone logs are also required. That is the essence
of ARIES. [28]

For distributed data warehouses, other possibilities for recovery emerge
as a result of query workload characteristics (read-only queries with smaller
transactions of updates and deletions), distributed environments, data re-
dundancy and networking efficiency. HARBOR [27] is one approach that
re-examine and modify ARIES under this new class of applications. It de-
pends on the following properties: 1) Network messaging is not too slow
compared with the local disk read/write (require sites near each other),
that take advantage of replication to replace stable logs and force-writes
is better. 2) Queries are mostly read-only, little updates and deletions on
most recent tuple, therefore system can utilize locality. One note is that on
multi-insertion, ARIES’ performance stays while HARBOR’s running time
goes up.

3.3 Paxos for Consensus

Absolute distributed consensus has been proved impossible although one
process is faulty. [26, 16] However, this proof of impossible of ”Completely
Asynchronous” made assumptions too strong: 1) relative speed of processes
is not known; 2) time-out mechanisms cannot be used; 3) dead process
cannot be detected.

In practice, this situation is rarely to happen, especially the third as-
sumption. By using timing mechanism more realistically, we can use Paxos [25]
to achieve asynchronous consensus.

Due to the impossible proof, reliable consensus asynchronously is im-
possible because it will leads to either blocking (if use 2PC, 3PC, etc) or
Non-Blocking (if use Paxos) but might never decide. By using timing mech-
anism we can eventually decide in Non-Blocking case.
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3.4 Commit Protocol

A couple of new commit protocols can be proposed to optimize read-only
transactions and some class of multisite update transactions. [29] The main
idea is that under a distributed environment, we can simply get a bet-
ter trade-off between costs of writes and network messaging of complicated
commit protocols and costs of failure recovery process resulted from simpler
commit protocols.

Chubby [7] is a distributed lock service intend for synchronization within
Goggle’s distributed systems. It has been proved to be useful for pri-
mary election, name service, repository of small amount of meta-data, etc.
Chubby is designed for special application requirement in Google systems,
like compatibility during transition, small file read/write, Google developer’s
programming familiarity, etc. From Chubby we can see how the system re-
quirement and application environment can influence the key design deci-
sions during the implementation process.

For large world-wide e-commerce platforms like Amazon, the reliabil-
ity, availability, latency and throughput requirements are very stringent.
Therefore, designers need to further tradeoff consistency and isolation for
above system requirements. Dynamo [11], which is designed to suit Ama-
zon’s applications (simple read and write operations, and small target object
files no relational schema, and relatively lower scalability requirement), pro-
vides useful insight that merging and tuning different existed techniques
can meet very strict performance demands. By combining many decentral-
ized techniques Dynamo successfully achieves high availability in distributed
environment

4 Column Store

When database techniques were proposed and used in the 70’s and 80’s, the
killer application is online transaction processing (OLTP), which is com-
posed of mostly over-writes or updates on tuples. Therefore most major
DBMS vendors implement row store architecture that aims at high writes
performance. But the past ten years has witnessed a great new class of appli-
cations which has large amount of ad-hoc queries of the data but a relatively
infrequent updates (or bulk loads) on the other hand. This new class of ap-
plications calls for read-optimized systems, and column store architecture is
one promising approach. [36]

4.1 Features of Column Store

From column store we can observe many features that has been presented
in many above section. This tells us how research ideas have been evolved
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and inherited, and what we can learn from the history. We demonstrate this
point by listing some of the ”bullets” of column store:

1. hybrid RS + WS : from GFS and Bigtable.

2. Redundant Storage: from P2P, Distributed Database, etc.

3. Column Storage: from Vertical Partitioning.

4. Compression [2]

5. Shared Nothing/Cluster/ ”K-Safety”: from Distributed Systems and
Consensus Protocol.

6. Snapshot Isolation

7. Segment Partition: Since projection may still very large, and we have
many machines, so shrink sizes further. Data Cracking to avoid too
much sorting for insertions. [24, 21, 22]

8. Query Processing : perform directly on the column data instead of
decompose ”eagerly”, trade CPU for I/O throughput. [19, 4]

Further experiments have shown that it might be possible to simulate
a row-store in a column-store, but it will need better support for verti-
cal partitioning at the storage layer, such as position-virtual-id, sorting,
compression, etc. After the features (especially compression and late mate-
rialization) have been removed, column stores are just like row stores. [3, 20]

Lesson Learned : 1) Column stores first appear in IR, then imported into
DB. Therefore people still believe in the future it will become an extension
to current systems. 2) The trend of DB is that one day all the data will
be in the main memory, and compression will be more and more important.
Actually there are many complicated compression techniques in IR, how to
import them into DB will be interesting.

4.2 Column Stores for Unstructured Data

Due to the features of column store, it can also be applied to many other
unstructured data processing applications, such as XML, Semantic Web,
etc. [1, 33] Experiments have shown that one of the main feature: vertical
partitioning, does not scale very well although it does well for small query
size. One note is that vertical partitioning is quite like shredding in XML
(which is not inherited by the industry, but XQuery and XPath).
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4.3 The Impact on RDBMS

The new DBMS markets with new application requirements, together with
technology evolvement, result in the predicted demise of ”one size fits all”
systems. Further, current mainstream solutions for data model and querying
language including Relational Model, SQL Language also need rethinking.
[37, 18, 38]

5 Potpourri

5.1 Clustera

Instead of the ”standard” job-queue-manager with different scheduling strat-
egy that many cluster management systems use, Clustera [15] uses a Java
application server with all state information about jobs, users, nodes, files,
job execution history, etc stored in a relational database system. The idea of
this ”highly centralized” server is that the importance of recoding metadata
information in the cluster server cannot be overstated. Although it might
have a lower scalability compared with job-queue-manager architecture, it
is a nice demonstration of academia research method.

6 Conclusion

• 9/11: How to read a paper? When reading papers, not only focus on
the contents but also focus on what authors have not say but have
implied as their thread of thinking. Eg. in GFS, authors did not say
their system is ”relative” concurrency, but actually it is (as their as-
sumption implied in the Introduction); we can find out that by asking
”what happens when user require a page between two ’heartbeats’, if
there is stale page?” Ask questions to jump out of the papers’ contents.

• 9/16: How to conduct experiments? 1) Consider many different classes
of ”user scenario” for the proposed techniques with every one sharing
some basic characters. Eg. In MapReduce evaluation [31], experiment
demonstrate a lot of applications (word count, kmeans, PCA, etc)
with different code size ratio. 2) Compare on different dimension (# of
processor, # of data set, # of unit size), and indicate each components’
run tim ratio when necessary. 3) If necessary, compare on different
execution environment.

• 9/18: How to motivate the solution? There need to have some real
applications for conducted research. Eg. Social Network (already a
lot of required applications) v.s. P2P Networks (central data storage
still rules), and for bulk insertion in distributed ordered table [34], how
frequently dense insertion will be applied since it seems that ”append”
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and ”sparse insertion” are more common; Another example is using
arrays in memory for database cracking [21], arrays are better for range
queries but the experiment is focus on value query, then why not use
lists in memory?

• 10/24: Discover ideas from history approaches. Some old papers have
hidden ideas which even authors themselves did not know about. One
possible approach is to figure out in historical steps (proposals) to a
certain problem, which is NECESSARY to the problem, and which is
just ”smart ideas” from smart people. A better understanding of his-
torical approaches (”what comes by and goes by”) gives you a deeper
insight for the coming future solutions.

• 10/30: Combine/utilize existed techniques for certain problems with
matched characteristics. From Dynamo we can see many similar tech-
niques applied in P2P systems and Distributed File systems. It does
this because some of its application characteristics are similar with
these systems. For example, its uses decentralized node partition-
ing and local routing from P2P systems [35] (small number of nodes),
get/put interface and record version mechanism from PNUTS [9] (con-
sistency can be sacrificed due to performance/availability requirement),
etc.

• 11/4: Learn more in other fields. A broad understanding of other
fields (Systems, Machine Learning, Statistics, etc) can give a good
guide on how well ones intuition goes and how to formalize/generalize
your ”ad hoc” solution into a more general framework.

• 11/11: Simple idea works best. To avoid too much sorting before small
query workload, ”crack” the database.

• 11/13: Available systems shape research agenda. The development of
systems affects the research topic trends a lot. We can observe some
topics that are hot 10 or 20 years ago becomes popular iterately due to
development of networking/hardware/etc. For example, for Semantic
Web, it is still in data collecting period, not query and analyzing period
(What is the real-world workload? So far no one knows). But maybe
in the future it will also have ”Data Mining”, ”Data Integration”,
”Top-K Query Optimization”, etc sub area on it.

• 11/18: Many techniques in original application are reminder for other
applications. For example, compression in column store stimulates
other compressions in row-store, such as Rose [32]. Rose borrowed
”LSM-Tree” and sequential I/O idea from IR literature, where the
problem characteristics are the same: 1) High throughput writes, re-
gardless of update patterns; 2) Write without read. It avoids random
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I/O by paying for sequential scans (which is executed periodically),
this is affordable since tense writes performance is more important.
IR use this strategy to perform multi-way joins.

• 12/10: Do not ”dream” about the industrial applications when con-
ducting academia research.
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